PARKING LOT ACCESS

1. PARKING LOT Y ACCESS, OPEN TO PUBLIC DURING STAGE 1.
2. PARKING LOTS X AND Y ENTRY, CLOSED TO PUBLIC DURING STAGE 1. PARKING LOT Y ENTRY ONLY, OPEN TO PUBLIC DURING STATION 1 CONTRACTOR ACCESS OPEN.
3. PARKING LOTS X AND Y ACCESS, OPEN TO PUBLIC DURING STAGE 1.
4. PARKING LOT N ACCESS, CLOSED TO PUBLIC DURING STAGE 1 CONTRACTOR ACCESS ONLY.

TOTAL PARKING SPACES AVAILABLE DURING STAGE 1.

STAGE 1 NOTES


SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS AND CONSIDERATIONS FOR THIS STAGE INCLUDE:

1. ALL SIDEWALKS ALONG THE WEST SIDE OF IL ROUTE 25 MUST BE COMPLETE PRIOR TO JUNE 1, 2018 TO PROVIDE PEDESTRIAN CORRIDOR FOR RIVERSIDE PARK EVENTS.
2. THE TEMPORARY SIGNAL AT SPRING STREET SHALL BE IN OPERATION PRIOR TO COMMENCEMENT OF THE SPRING STREET EXTENSION TO IL ROUTE 25.
3. ALL STAGES 1 TO 6 PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE OVER FOX RIVER.
4. TEMPORARY PAVED ACCESS CONSTRUCTED IN STAGE 1.
5. TEMPORARY CONSTRUCTION PLATFORM CLOSED LIFT.
6. TRUCKS ENTERING AND EXITING HIGHWAY.
7. TEMPORARY CONSTRUCTION PLATFORM CLOSED LIFT.